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Local documents are a local political, economic, cultural and social undertakings 
development and the history, customs, resources and other aspects of documents. It 
has the characteristics of regional, historical data, universality and times. The most 
important differences between local documents and general documents is that local 
documents has its local characteristics. Therefore, it is one of the important 
documents at home and abroad recognized by the library community resources.  
However, due to the local library collection standards and the scope in the 
local documents did no reach consensus, the collection emphasis is not clear. In the  
savekeeping of local documents, in addition to a small number of library sets a 
speciallibrary to collect, the vast majority of Museum dispersed among the various 
stacks; lack of overall planning, database building, in a chaotic, fragmented state. 
Therefore, we must strengthen the local document resource sharing construction, to 
better promote the development of society, the traditional local documents resource 
sharing: the establishment of union catalogs and cooperative cataloging, interlibrary 
loans, the development of cooperation in collection interlibrary resource centre, the 
establishment of interlibrary cooperation. 
Along with the popularization of the Internet, the library services object and  
reader needs have a lot of great changes, the library service content, ser-
vice means also have changed obviously, the traditional model has been unable to 
meet the needs of more groups, so this paper proposed another model, that is 
the   equivalent or its equivalent of local documents in exchange mode, among   
libraries, library with local or between individuals, between the individual and the in-
dividual resources equivalent or its equivalent in exchange. This model is better than 
traditional model on the resource sharing. It is the main complement of the li-
brary work, but also is extremely important for the construction of the distinctive   















This paper mainly introduces the exchange of the various functions of the  plat-
form and its implementation process, discusses the basic principles of the system de-
velopment process and methods. using SQL as a back-end database, using  ASP as a 
development tool, developed the platform to better serve the local documents resource 
sharing in order to better service customers. 
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